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D L.- ,,oesca, 	 writer visited atiunel :.ead
at le Ale. on Juy 2 3 !9!,:iito discuss prob 1 erz; t ncrnd with
the preldoctio <,f uranium >lexafl -LK)ri.ie.

,e were met in the lobby i. the !kiministration building by
Pepper, who is in chavr of analytical instrunentatthn.

Pepper escorted us to the office of lir. J. . Robinson,
Itead of analytical chemistry. 	 we tad a discussion
explaining our visit, to kerneld. 	 my teiephone converse-
tion with Mt. •:yilyinsiton on Ju 	 earned that try prepares
uranium he fluoride fr 	 quantities of uranium salt. I
Jur discuss au with Mt hohinson and Mr. eapper, 	 learned
that most a their uranium hexaltuorJde preparations were from
tme-ha;i ;rem quantities of 	 Iccasionatly they reacte
as wea es five (5) grams of 1po Li) produce uranium hews-
fluoride. They produce this material only for mass speetro
meter isot• k .it. analysis. 	 amof 	 is e
ion uantity or the analysis.

Producttan OT uranium hexafluortie Is on *1. *etch scelt; at
roam temperature or colder 	 tic aid of a catalyst cots-
posed of 7: per cent ft-ci and 2!, per cent VI. Ale-hail 	 am
of Up3 is 1.,aded in a ane-faurth inch 	 copper tube
reactor (see !ignre 1), the reactor is tapped so as to spread
the sample event), over the bottom. -stalyst, nbout the size
of the freaq of a 1 , 1tchen notch is :lumped on top ')t tae
sampte. The reactor Is closed y means of attaching the
eactor to r 	 angle valve C 	 1) vita a flare fittin6.

As,	 ,lef:ned
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The 	 tor is 	 ted to a vacuum pump 	 evacuated wale
the outside )1 the reactor is heated to just a blue color.-
tion with o torch to remove traces of moisture in the sample.
It is pumped for five minutes and the valve is closed. The
reactor is transferred to the fluorine reaction 	 and
attached by means of a Crawford fitting. The enU 9 • ea
is evacuated and the valve in the line between the reservoir
and the reactor is closed. riuorine is added to the reaer*
voir to a pressure of four pounds. A thermocouple is attached
to the bottom of the reactor atetad a Dewar of liquid air i, s
placed around the reactor and cooled until frost appears on
the nut of the flare fitting. The valve on the reactor is
closed and the liquid air Dewar removed from the reacto
Fluorine is allowed to go into the reactor. The tee er turf
gauge is carefully observed for sudden deflection caused by
the reaction of fluorine with the Upd. This reaction occur
anywhere from -100C up to to temperature. Then a cold trap
of trichloroethylene and dry ice is placed around the reacto
to solidify the urantos heraltuorlde. The vent line
reector is opened slowly to read the pressure and the pressure
of excess fluorine, dT and waste &sites are released slowly to
the atmosphere to a pressure of about t pounds. The remain-
der is pumped off through the trap system: ..)f rock salt and
Drierite to remove all the waste products. The AmIte angle
valve on the reactor is cl.e d and the reactor removed and
warmed *seder a hot waiter tsp. Then it is connected to e
um rack and cooled in a trichloroethyleee dry ice bath and
pumped again to remove trapped asses. Then the valve on the
reactor is again closed end the reector removed for mass
spectrometer analysis. (Mass Spectrometer by k-onsolideted
Electra 	 cs i.:orporstion Model ?I...22W9

It was pointed out that it is very 	 orta9 t that iseure,
grease and organics be 1?ept free from contacting the fluorine
gas. They have had antmber of violent explosions with these
impurities ;hielding of approximately one-fourth inch steel
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couple ly 	 losed the reactor chamber and Dewar flas dur-
ing the fluorination. They recommend the use of Hanel '0411,0*
tubing and fitting*. Aoke diaphragm valves with Teflon
gaskets are used. doke needle valves (two ofd them, No. M-341)
are used on the high premiere fluorine lines from the fluor-
ine cylinder which is stored outside the buildint; in a
secloeure. The valves are outside the building with
extended handles through the building well to the inside.
The needle valves hove pipe threads and the threads are
lubricated with a Teflon thread compound (4. Co.  tgineetini„
kompany, Nev Yorl- 12 0 -;ew Yorig.).

Mr. -,:obinson thought that we should be able to 	 mare
information pertinent to our problem from J. 	 tom at
g-25 0 AO Ridge, also from Y•12 reports. He also sai1/41 that
Goodyear at averly might be able to help us.

!tom what 4, have learned of the difficulties Ferns
in getting their equipment set up for handling fluorine d
reacting it with one-hal f to five (5) gram quantities o
U108, I feel thet it is quite essential that we make a
thorough investigation of this problem before attempting
to undertalte uranium hexafluoride processing. Ternafd
pereoenel have spent much time at woodyear gaining useful
experience. :fondling fluorine as is very dangerous and
it is absolutely necessary that all lines, valves and equip-
ment be free of moisture, grease and other organic setter.
I feel that it is practically impossible to set up our
equipment and test it with depleted uranium in a couple of
weeks. L also feel it is extremely essential to teat the
equipmemt carefully with depleted uranium, as SIP explosion
with uranium-733 could cause a rather serious contamination
problem.
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pressure 	 of const ti in contact with
fluorine r uaraeaitaet 	 aeecil.uaride, Inconel is good, Mosel is
better and nickel is best. For gasket materials, Teflon
2S and J4 siuminum are very good. Teflon will stead tow ,

peratures up to 150°C. Fluoroethene is supposed to be all
right but uill eventually burn up and carbeesup the system.
Mosel containers ars much MOT* preferred because of its we
of machining. Closed containers are bells= welded. Plain
copper is fine, they hove sone in use for 13 years. Lrass
is 1W, but not as &mod as copper. Stainless steel is not
too rod. Sylph= wee suggested for bellows for temperature
empanel= (Fulton Sylpbon, Knoxville, Tennessee). Copper
bellows would probably be 1W. Silver solder is used for
joining materials. (No. 1800 eutectic flux and EZE...11,)
*STN Grade 6, Eutectic welding Alloy Corporation, 172nd St.
and Northern Blvd, Flushing Now Yorir.)

Valves are cleaned after sol.derisg with dilute nitric acid.
Urmnium hemeflooride is moved by B...4 pumps operating at
850 to 	 rpm with a capacity of 4( to 80 liters per minute.
These pumps can be completely throttled down. They are a
bellows (Sylphon) type map. Phosphor bronze, nickel plate
manufactured by Stewart Metal Fabricators, 710 eat
treet, Johnson City, Tennessee (price $1500). For moving

smell quantities, approximately 1-1/2 liters per minute,
magnetic pumps can be used. For information see report

Amgmetic Pump for Corrosive Gases and Liquids',
413 disphreipe needle valves are used and Crane UGP (bellows
type, body...Monel, bellows...phoephor browse) valve are used
quite widely. This Crane valve corresponds very closely
with the Hoke bellows type valve we used on the AMP salt
purification work. Werotest valves are *leo used. 	 are
diaphragm valves with brass body (015.00 to $15.00). Pres-
sures are masaured by omens of an Ashcroft Bourdon songs
These 	 must be silver soldered and equipped with bronze
gears ti 	 Company Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 3t., lb
to 11J smuts $14.30). #cuum pumps that might be
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To prepare uranium hexafluoride at atmospheric pressure it is
necessary to keep the lines carrying the gas around 70°C. This
can be done by means of Nichrome tape (0.9 ohm/ft) insulated
by placing in glass tape (Raybestos, Manhattan Inc.)

Compression fittings are used with brass ferrules or Teflon
ferrules. With Teflon ferrules a new ferrule must be used
each time a connection is broken.

The UF6 flow can be measured by means of a pressure transmitter
made by Taylor Instrument Company (see Figure 2). Two pieces
of equipment are used:

1. Absolute pressure (PBM-Pressure Blind Multiplier).
2. Differential pressure (DBM-Differential Blind

Multiplier - $250 each).

An orifice made of Memel is used with such an instrn t.
Formulas for calculating size of orifices:

	(cc/min)	 A B Of P
F iss Flow
A 1.1 Constant
B az Constant

P f =s Fore Pressure
	A P 	 Pressure drop across plate

Formula from Perry - Chemical Engineering Handbook, section
on orifice starting (page 403).

F — A I (B P2 )* C)/Pf.AP f D

* Correction term added.

fPf AP
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A ma-gram *ample container is equal to 10 determinations.
As moch as 10C pps of uraniumr-235 mould have no effect on a
uramiumm.233 determination. An analysis performed on a
sample with a *operation factor of 1.0 is not difficult but
for an analysis on a sample with o separation factor of
1.005 it is quite difficult.

R-25 will be glad to run our preliminary samples. Mound
should check Oek Ridge Operations 'f lice requesting sample
containers and analysis. Prints *f their sample containers
can be furnished. They ',luxe wondering if our uranium-213
contained may fission products, also the question of alpha
activity wee raised. loke 411 valves with Aoke 1/8' cone
tonnectors are used on the 1/4 and 1/8 Monel sample bulbs.
The 3/8 bun will acc-ommodate approximately 20 grams of
liquid U1 6 .

Air tolerance on uranium bring materials they norselly work
with is $.2 disintegrations per minute per cubic foot.
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